
Map-a-porter
(ready-to-wear maps)

is an invitation to participate 
in an urban project through 

communicating objects



Map-á-porter means wearable map, portable urbanism, or neighborhood 
to go. It is a twist on the French term that describes a ready to wear gar-
ment and makes use of two interpretations of á-porter: to wear, and also
 “to carry“. Our maps are wearable objects that talk about the contempo-
rary city as seen by architects and inhabitants.
 
A place in the city is remarkable for the things that happen within its 
bounds and the way it accommodates people. Our objects represent a mo-
ment in time of the life of a city or the neighborhood and provide a durable 
record of this moment. Both the city and Map-á-porter evolve over time, 
each following its own laws of change. 

The map is not simply a decorative pattern, but is fundamental to the 
concept behind the project. All objects in the series unfold into the original 
map rectangle without waste. We collect map content through participa-
tory events and workshops, so the graphics reflect personal experiences 
of participants, not only our point of view. We are continuously expanding 
our list of neighborhoods offered and re-designing maps to incorporate 
new stories from users. The result is an ever-expanding series of active 
functional objects designed to spark conversations about cities and to give 
graphic form to a collective image of Los Angeles as a lived in and loved 
place. 

We live in Los Angeles. Ask for your neighborhood! 
We love discussing cities at large, ask for your City!



Map-á-porter: Folio

In the Folio series, the map, silk-screened on a durable substrate (awning 
cloth shown), is folded in half and closes with a heavy duty separating 
zipper. When ordered as a laptop case, it comes with a removable, pad-
ded pouch sized to fit the customer's laptop or tablet. With or without the 
pouch, the ergonomically angled arm loop is an eye-popping and comfort-
able way to gather and carry documents, books and other sundries on 
your next urban adventure. 

variation

sizes: from 8"x10” (tablet)  to  11” x16” (laptop) or custom
materials: cotton duck, leather or wool felt
options: removable padding, pencil case, shoulder strap
colors: check current options of ink, debossing and substrate colors



Folio - Frogtown

The first neighborhood featured in 
the folio series was Elysian Val-
ley, better known as Frogtown. Its 
character strongly defined by its 
adjacency to a revitalized portion 
of the Los Angeles River and the 
LA river bike path, our map was 
designed to engage inhabitants in 
discussion about the future of devel-
opment in the neighborhood.



made in-house in Los Angeles

Map-á-porter wearables are designed and made 
in their entirety by Claret-Cup in Los Angeles, The 
objects connect with people first of all through their 
hand-crafted quality. Due to the variety materials we 
experiment with and the in-house screen-printing pro-
cess, no two are exactly the same. 



Folio - Echo Park

Echo Park, the home of Claret-Cup, is a neighborhood in Los Angeles 
whose turns and burns we watched for the past 15 years. 

As one of Los Angeles' oldest neighborhoods, Echo Park's landmarks, 
topography, architecture, place names, infrastructure, past and current 
demographic encapsulate the diversity and vibrancy characteristic of a 
Southern California metropolis. 

Highlighted natural features, streets, staircases, buildings or ephemeral 
locations on the map are not meant as an exhaustive list of important 
places in Echo Park, rather are part of a mental snapshot of the place 
by us as Echo Park locals. The intentionally anachronistic map elements 
overlay the past, present and possible future of the neighborhood at a spe-
cific point in time. 

above: laptop folio shown with alternate use of arm loop and removable 
shoulder strap



variation

above: laptop folio w/ Echo Park map silk-screened in yellow on black 
leather; patterned knit laptop cushion with piping to match zipper color

right: tablet-size multi-purpose folio w/ Echo Park map silk-screened in 
orange on medium colored leather, zipper in salmon, w/o arm loop



variation

All pieces are screen-printed by hand at Claret-Cup's studio in Echo park. 
Available leather colors are natural (light beige), medium brown and 
black. Ink colors vary to contrast with available leather. Scarlet, intense 
orange, high-lighter yellow and emerald green are shown. 



Folio - Hollywood

The Hollywood neighborhood map was created apropo the invitation of 
Claret-Cup by the Woodbury University Hollywood Outpost (WUHO) Gal-
lery to participate in Dwell on Design 2014, representing the faculty of the 
School of Architecture. Our map of the most famous neighborhood of Los 
Angeles highlights WUHO as a cultural beacon in Hollywood, riffing off 
Hollywood's radio-era broadcasting tower relics and the neighborhood's 
continued role in forming the city's mythical identity.

variation
featured: laptop folio in natural leather, debossed with the map of Holly-
wood; with sewn-in felt padding, arm-loop and shoulder strap



variation

The Hollywood map is currently offered in debossed leather in 
black, medium and natural color w/ various colors for the felt padding.



Map-á-porter - CITY

The city series carves any of the neighborhood maps offered into objects 
of a variety of sizes and functions. Each wearable is assembled from a 
flat portion of the map using screw-able hardware. At Dwell on Design 
2014, visitors of our DIY Map-á-porter workshop made their own City 
bags in 30-45 minutes on the spot, using a utility knife, leather hole punch 
and a template developed by Claret-Cup. The design of each piece in the 
collection adheres to the philosophy that the wearable should always be 
possible to unfold into its original map rectangle, returning to its original 

featured

top left: two color variations of the laptop Folio
top right: City series Boulevard, urban tool-kit or purse
bottom left: City series District, shoulder bag
bottom right: City series Block, bracelet



variation- District

sizes: range from a small of 8"x11" to 10”x13”, depending on the size of 
the leather
colors: the debossed Hollywood map comes in neutral (light beige), me-
dium color, and black leather.



variation

Featured is a custom member of the City series, with the Echo Park map 
screen-printed in orange on medium colored leather, unfolds into the long 
map strip that was the basis of its construction. 



City Series - Boulevard

The Boulevard is composed of a gently folded leather covering that pro-
tects a wool felt interior pouch. Pieces cut out of the rectangular map base 
to form a handle are re-used as the closure for the purse.



variation

sizes: vary from 7"x12" long to 10”x16” for a larger tool kit. 
materials and colors: all City series items, including the Boulevard can be 
ordered with another neighborhood map, screen-printed in colors. 



City series - Block

The Block is cut from unused portions of the neighborhood map, or sev-
eral of them interlock to maximize the use of the leather. Individual items 
can be picked based on specific location, zooming in on favorite locations 
in the city.




